
Pre-submission self-assessment for authors
Manuscripts will be evaluated on the following review criteria. Considering how well your
manuscript meets these criteria can help avoid surprises in the reviewing process.

Purpose and relevance
Does the study have a clearly identified purpose and contribution? How
relevant is the topic to the engineering education community? Is the
significance of the contribution clearly described?

Perspectives from and/or relevance to the Global South
Does the article present perspectives on the Global South, or focus on
intercultural or international themes that are relevant and of interest to
engineering educators in the Global South?

Literature
How well is the study situated in existing literature? Are relevant prior works
identified and analysed? Do the authors differentiate the purpose and
approach of the study from similar or related works?

Context
Are the environment and context of the research appropriately explained?
Are the participants/data representative of the local/broader context? Does
the description of the context provide sufficient detail to guide the reader on
the applicability and rigour of the study?

Approach and methods
Are the approach and methodology of the research appropriate to the
purpose and context? Are the chosen methods sufficiently described and
justified?

Findings and conclusions
Are findings and conclusions discussed and critiqued? Are the findings
coherently linked to the purpose of the study? Is the evidence presented
sufficient to justify the findings and conclusions? How clearly do the authors
articulate the importance and relevance of the findings?

Organisation, readability and style
How well does the abstract summarise the research? Does the structure and
organisation of the manuscript clearly and logically present the research? Is
the language of an appropriate academic style, and are references and
citations accurately captured? How appropriate are the text, tables, and
illustrations - and the balance between the three - to the presentation?

Formatting and format
Please double-check that your submission is in the format specified in the
author guidelines and submission checklist.


